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Abstract 

Contextualism in political philosophy is a methodological approach according to which attention to context 
is crucial in normative political argument. Contextualism takes many forms, some not explicitly labelled as 
such, including doctrines of practice-dependence, Oakeshottian ideas of politics as the pursuit of 
intimations, as well as elements of realist political theory and critical theory approaches. Existing literature 
on contextualism roughly divides into two parts. One part consists of substantive work by theorists who 
espouse a contextualist approach but who often do not set out in much detail in which way their work is 
contextualist or what their contextualism consists in as a method.  The other part consists of 
methodological discussions of contextualism, which are mainly critical and focus on problems in defining 
and defending contextualism. Therefore, while many political theorists agree on the need for attention to 
context, there is relatively little clarity concerning what contextualism as a method actually involves.  
The present paper seeks to contribute towards a more positive articulation of contextualism as a method in 
political philosophy and a clearer understanding of how facts about specific contexts can inform normative 
judgments about cases in the context in question. The paper proposes to do this by drawing on two well-
known ideas from the philosophy of language and the philosophy of science, namely the idea of intensional 
contexts and the distinction between the context of discovery and the context of justification. 
Criticisms of contextualism have revolved around the worry that contextualism involves a fallacy of 
inferring ought from is, might reify contingent facts, and might have a conservative bias. These types of 
worry assume that contextualism takes contextual facts as given in normative arguments. The paper 
suggests that such worries might be productively answered (if not entirely resolved) by attention to the 
nature of the facts in question. Contextual facts can be about the historical context of actions, or 
institutions, or the social understandings prevalent in a given situation. Contextual facts can thus be 
intensional contexts in the sense that they describe what people believe about their situation. Such beliefs 
can concern factual matters (e.g., how many immigrants there are in their country, what is legal or illegal, 
or what the effects of a given policy will be). However, the beliefs in question can also be normative (what 
is the point and purpose of an institution, what an action expresses, what is a legitimate procedure etc.).  
The worries concerning contextualism furthermore assume that contextual facts function as premises in 
normative arguments. Nevertheless, this is not the only or the most obvious way of understanding 
contextualism. Attention to context need not be something that constrains or directs normative 
conclusions; it can alternatively be a resource for qualifying possible arguments and refining concepts and 
categories. A possible way to understand this is by way of the distinction between the context of discovery 
and the context of justification. Attention to context might be important for getting new ideas, developing 
concepts and articulating arguments, even if contextual facts do not function as premises justifying 
normative judgments. 
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Introduction 

Contextualism in political philosophy is a methodological approach according to which attention to context 

is crucial in normative political argument. Contextualism takes many forms, some of which are not explicitly 

labelled as such, including doctrines of practice-dependence (Sangiovanni 2008, 2016; James 2013), 

Oakeshottian ideas of politics as the pursuit of intimations (Modood and Thompson 2018; Modood 2019), 

as well as elements of realist political theory and critical theory approaches. Existing literature on 

contextualism roughly divides into two parts. One part consists of substantive work by theorists who 

espouse a contextualist approach (or are reasonably categorised as pursuing such an approach, given the 

noted broad understanding of what that involves). However, many of them often do not set out in much 

detail in which way their work is contextualist or what their contextualism consists in as a method (Carens 

2000 is one partial exception).  The other part consists of discussions of contextualism at the 

methodological level, i.e. as a general method or type of approach. With the exception of political realism, 

which often takes a contextualist form, and which has many proponents, these discussions are often critical 

and focus on problems in defining and defending contextualism (e.g. Erman and Möller 2018; Lægaard 

2015, 2016; Hills 2020). So, while many political theorists agree on the need for attention to context in 

some, often not very precisely defined, sense, there is relatively little agreement or clarity concerning what 

contextualism as a method actually involves.  

 

The present paper seeks to contribute towards a more positive and constructive articulation of 

contextualism as a method (or, rather, a general methodological approach) in political philosophy and a 

clearer understanding of how facts about specific contexts can inform normative reasoning about cases in 

the context in question. The paper proposes to do this by drawing on two well-known ideas from the 

philosophy of language and the philosophy of science, namely the idea of intensional contexts and the 

distinction between the context of discovery and the context of justification. Despite the fact that the word 

“context” has a completely different meaning in connection with these two ideas than in relation to 
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contextualism in political philosophy (and thus the presence of the word “context” contributes nothing to 

my argument), the paper argues that these ideas can contribute towards a more nuanced and positive 

formulation of how context might matter in political philosophy.  

 

A variety of criticisms of contextualism have revolved around the worry that contextualism involves a 

fallacy of inferring ought from is, might reify contingent facts, and might have a conservative bias (see, e.g., 

Finlayson (2017) for a nuanced discussion of the conservatism charge in relation to realism in political 

theory, which is defined in a way making it a version of contextualism). These types of worry assume that 

contextualism takes contextual facts as given premises in normative arguments in a way that either 

commits a naturalistic fallacy or fails to keep sufficient critical distance to the facts (Lægaard 2019b), or 

both. The paper will suggest that such worries might be productively addressed (if not entirely resolved) by 

attention to the nature of the facts in question. Facts need not only be about what people do, how many 

they are, how they are organised etc. Contextual facts can also be about the historical context of actions, or 

institutions, or the social understandings prevalent in a given situation. Contextual facts can thus be 

intensional contexts in the sense that the facts are descriptions of what people believe about their 

situation. Such beliefs can concern factual matters (e.g., how many immigrants there are in their country, 

what is legal or illegal, or what the effects of a given policy will be). However, the beliefs in question can 

also be normative (what is the point and purpose of an institution, what an action expresses, what is a 

legitimate procedure, who should enjoy which rights, what is an appropriate reward or punishment etc.).  

 

The worries concerning contextualism furthermore assume that contextualism takes contextual facts as 

premises in normative arguments. Nevertheless, this is not the only or most obvious way of understanding 

contextualism. Attention to context need not be something that constrains or directs normative 

conclusions; it can alternatively be a resource for qualifying possible arguments and refining concepts and 

categories. A possible way to understand this is by way of the distinction between the context of discovery 
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and the context of justification. Attention to context might be important for getting new ideas, developing 

concepts and articulating arguments, even if contextual facts do not function as premises justifying 

normative principles or judgments. 

 

The paper starts out by sketching a broad understanding of contextualism and the worries about 

contextualism to which this understanding naturally gives rise. The two kinds of worries each turn on a 

specific assumption about the way in which contextualism takes context into account. The subsequent 

sections then each consider an idea about how the role for context might be different than assumed in this 

understanding of contextualism. Each idea is inspired by well-known ideas from elsewhere in philosophy, 

from the philosophy of language and science, respectively. The first idea is the idea of intensional contexts. 

The second idea is the idea of a distinction between contexts of justification n contexts of discovery. Each 

idea is discussed in relation to a specific example of contextualism in political philosophy, namely Modood 

and Thompson’s iterative contextualism and Sangiovanni’s practice-dependence, respectively. 

 

Assummed understandings of contextualism and some alternative ones 

If contextualism is any version of the (extremely broad) methodological view that attention to context is 

crucial in normative political argument (see Lægaard 2015 and 2016 for fuller discussion),1 then two 

questions immediately present themselves: 

                                                             
1 By a methodological view, I understand something like the following: Methodology concerns that way of proceeding, 

the types of steps that political theory should go through, the types of argument that are admissible or required, and 

similar views about the process that a political theorist should go through. Even though this is an extremely broad 

characterization of contextualism, the point is that this is distinct from contextualism as a substantive view, i.e. a view 

about what the right normative principles or judgments are. A principle can be substantively contextualist in the sense 

that it is formulated as only applicable for a specific context, i.e. as a scope restriction. Miller (2013) uses 
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1) What is context? 

2) How should normative political argument be attentive to context? 

 

In methodological discussions of contextualism, it is often taken for granted that the answers to these two 

questions are something along the lines of this: 

1) Context is represented in the form of factual claims about the (social, political, historical, 

institutional etc.) circumstances of the types of cases regarding which normative political theory 

seeks to propose normative principles or evaluative judgments.  

2) Normative political theory takes account of context by assuming factual claims about context as 

premises in arguments for normative principles or evaluative judgments. 

 

This seems a reasonable way of understanding what contextualism might mean in normative political 

theory. This view assumes a broader understanding of normative political theory as an activity concerned 

with providing systematic justifications for normative principles, which political theorists can then in turn 

use as basis for evaluative judgments or policy prescriptions for specific cases. I take it as uncontroversial 

that political theory is often concerned with justifying normative principles and evaluative or prescriptive 

judgments like this. This is not to say that all of political theory is like this. There are also parts of political 

theory that is not prescriptive like this but rather, e.g., seeks to interpret and offer a theoretical 

understanding of politics (Horton 2017). I also take it that justification is about articulation of arguments 

that have to provide sound reasons for conclusions in a clear and transparent way, even if such arguments 

might not always take the form of simple deductive inferences. Political theory has ample room for, e.g., 

casuistic reasoning, which might by the way be a distinctive form of contextualism (e.g. Jobani and Perez 

                                                             
contextualism as a label of his own Walzerian view about distributive justice in this sense of the term. While 

methodological contextualism might lead to substantive contextualism, there is no necessary link here. 
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2020). There are obviously also other things going on in political theory, including theory construction and 

development of new concepts etc., which often does not take the form of conclusions from arguments. 

Nevertheless, in normative political theory, I still take it that arguments for the normative claims made are 

of central importance. Based on this understanding of political theory, the noted understanding of 

contextualism seems to provide a clear picture of what contextualism is that places it right at the centre of 

the activity of political theory. 

 

Together, assumptions 1) and 2) above naturally lead to the kind of worries about contextualism that have 

often been raised in methodological discussions of contextualism about potential problems of reification, 

ideological blindness, status quo bias, conservatism etc. These types of worries are all versions of a more 

general worry: If 1) and 2) above capture what it means for normative political theory to be contextualist, 

then there seems to be an immediate danger that contextualism either derives normative principles or 

judgments from descriptive claims (a version of the naturalistic fallacy), and/or that contextualism risks 

uncritically assuming facts for the purpose of normative judgements, where these facts should themselves 

have been subjected to critical evaluation.  

 

These are genuine worries facing contextualism thus understood (and they are acknowledged as such by 

self-declared contextualists, e.g. Modood and Thompson 2018). This is not to say that there is no way to 

answer or address these worries. For example, even though discussions of feasibility take certain factual 

circumstances for granted as constraints on normative principles, even though these circumstances should 

perhaps themselves be subjected to critical scrutiny, this worry might be addressed by introducing the 

notion of dynamic duties to try to change the contextual facts that are thus taken for granted (Gilabert 

2017).  
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Raising and discussing these kinds of worries helps to advance methodological discussions of contextualism. 

This both helps us to better understand what contextualism is, how it might be problematic, how one can 

answer (at least some of) the worries, and accordingly how contextualism can be developed on this basis. 

Modood and Thompson (2018) is one example of how articulation of these kinds of worries (in this case, in 

Lægaard 2015) provided an occasion for a fuller articulation of a specific form of contextualism. 

 

However, these discussions (both the articulation of worries and the attempts to answer them) presuppose 

that the characterization of contextualism along the lines of 1) and 2) above is correct. As such, the 

resulting discussions of contextualism depend on these assumptions. However, just as contextualism thus 

understood raises the worry that it might be blind to ways in which the world might be different, the same 

goes at the level of methodological discussions. Perhaps the understanding of contextualism expressed by 

1) and 2) above is not the only or the most interesting way in which normative political theory might take 

context into account. Perhaps there are other senses in which political theory could be contextualist. It 

might even be the case that some of the forms of contextualism discussed within the framework set up by 

1) and 2) could also, or better, be understood in other ways. If this is the case, then 1) and 2) might not 

always pick out the way in which political theory is really contextualist. The discussion of the related 

worries might even lead us astray; it might either be the case that some forms of contextualism are not 

vulnerable to these worries after all, or they might rather be vulnerable to completely different worries 

that we fail to see due to our focus on 1) and 2).  

 

In this paper, I will consider alternative understandings of contextualism that to various extents provide 

different answers to the two questions than 1) and 2). I will consider two ideas that each provide a more or 

less different understanding of one of the two assumptions than in the usual methodological discussions of 

contextualism. The first idea will consist in a more specific idea about what factual claims can involve. This 

idea accepts the assumption in 1) that context for the purpose of doing political theory should be 
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understood as represented by factual claims. However, it provides a more specific idea of what such claims 

can involve that both suggests a new way of negotiating worries that contextualism might be inferring 

ought from is and might take things for granted that should themselves be subjected to critical scrutiny. 

The second idea will propose a different way of understanding what role context plays in political theory. 

This idea suggests that context might not always, or not only, enter into political theory as premises in 

arguments for normative conclusions.  

 

Context represented as intensional contexts 

One of the noted worries is that one might suspect contextualism of deriving normative claims from factual 

claims. This is the case if we understand context, as represented in arguments for normative conclusions, as 

factual claims about how things actually are. Another worry is that one might suspect contextualism of 

uncritically accepting established views. This is the case if the actual motivations and views of people are 

taken as given. However, there might be a way of understanding the form in which context is represented 

that holds some promise for allaying both of these kinds of worries. This might be the case if the factual 

claims about context take the form of intensional contexts in the sense discussed in the philosophy of 

language.  

 

A context in the philosophy of language sense is a proposition expressed in a sentence. What makes a 

context intensional is that involves reference to what some person believes or thinks. Intensional contexts 

behave different with respect to their semantics and truth-values from extensional contexts since one can 

substitute co-referential terms in extensional contexts while preserving the truth-value of the entire 

context, whereas this is not the case in intensional contexts. In the sentence, “Anne looked at the president 

of the United States”, “the president of the United States” can be substituted with “Donald Trump” while 

preserving the truth-value of the sentence, since Donald Trump is the president of the United States. This is 

an extensional context. However, in the sentence “Anne believed that she looked at the president of the 
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United States”, “the president of the United States” cannot be substituted with “Donald Trump” while 

preserving the truth value of the sentence, since it may not be the case that Anne thinks that Donald Trump 

is the president of the United States. Therefore, this latter sentence is an intensional context.  

 

“Context” obviously means something completely different when we talk about intensional contexts than 

when we talk about contextualism in political theory. In the latter case, contexts are circumstances in the 

real world that we can describe in factual statements. In the former case, context are sentences expressing 

propositions. So intensional contexts are linguistic phenomena whereas contexts for the purpose of 

discussions of contextualism in political theory are social, historical, institutional or demographic 

phenomena, which we might in turn represent in language. This means that the possible relevance of the 

idea of intensional contexts for discussions of copntextualism in political theory has nothing to do with the 

occurrence of the term “context” in both discussions. 

 

What, then, might the relevance of the idea of intensional contexts be for discussions of contextualism in 

political theory? To see this, let me take the example of the understanding of context proposed by Tariq 

Modood and Simon Thompson as part of their so-called iterative contextualism. Modood and Thompson 

propose to characterize contexts as “normative practices”, by which they mean “networks of norms 

strongly associated with particular sets of practices” (2018: 344). The idea is that norms understood as 

evaluative and action-guiding entities such as “values, ideals, rules, maxims, tenets, morals and goods” are 

already present in the kinds of goods, institutions and relationships that are the usual focus of 

contextualism. Certain types of relationships or institutions, or the goods distributed in these, will for 

instance already be suffused with or governed by an ethos of solidarity, and this norm will be part of the 

full description of what kind of relationship, institution or good it is. Modood and Thompson suggest that 

“by connecting norms to practices in this way we can avoid the error of assuming that it is possible to infer 

principles of justice directly from value-free accounts of contexts. Since such contexts are necessarily 
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normative in character, they are not logically different in kind from the principles which we believe should 

regulate them.” (2018: 345) Modood and Thompson therefore on the one hand propose a conception of 

contexts according to which the normative is already part of any adequate description of contexts and they 

on the other hand link this directly to one of the mentioned worries concerning contextualism.  

 

What should we think of this proposal? Considered as a response to the worry that contextualism risks 

committing a naturalistic fallacy of deriving normative from factual claims, it is true that this is no longer a 

problem if the description of context is already normative. One might nevertheless be in doubt about the 

proposal thus understood for two reasons. On the one hand, if we accept Modood and Thompson’s 

suggestion that contexts are necessarily normative in character, then the price for thereby avoiding the 

worry about deriving “ought” from “is” is that we are landed in the middle of the other worry about 

contextualism as having a status quo bias. This is the case because the norms in question are the actually 

existing norms at any given time and place. But these norms will often be part of what we want to critically 

discuss in political theory – think of deeply established and widely accepted norms of racism, gender 

inequality, hetero-normatively, Islamophobia, or similar normative practices. It is for instance undoubtedly 

true that racist norms are necessary part of any adequate description of many institutions and relationships 

in the United States (and, albeit perhaps to a lesser extent, of most other countries), from the antebellum 

South, over Jim Crow, to present day issues of police brutality, labour market discrimination, economic 

inequality and housing segregation. Nevertheless, the norms in question are exactly the norms that should 

be criticised – and even more so insofar as they are in fact an unavoidable part of the US social context. If 

the reason for conceiving of contexts as normative practices were that contextualist political theory then 

avoids the naturalistic fallacy, this must mean that the actual norms enter into the normative reasoning of 

the political theorist – otherwise the fact that contexts are normative would not solve the first problem to 

begin with. However, if the actually existing norms enter into the normative reasoning of the theorist as 
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normative claims, then the political theory risks internalising, e.g., racist norms instead of being critical of 

them.  

 

Modood and Thompson are of course aware of this other problem, which they themselves articulate as 

“the problem of critical distance” (2018: 350, 355), and they offer their own form of iterative contextualism 

precisely as a response to this problem. I will not discuss their response further here, partly because I have 

done so elsewhere (Lægaard 2019b), partly because I am here concerned only with the conception of 

context, whereas Modood and Thompson’s iterative contextualism rather turns on the methodological 

steps that the political theorist should go through in dealing with contexts. For present purposes, it suffices 

to note that, to the extent that their conception of context helps in addressing the worry about naturalistic 

fallacies, it simultaneously aggravates the other worry about status quo bias.  

 

However, there is also another reason to have doubts about their proposal. Even if we accept that contexts 

are normative practices, in the sense that a full description of them will also have to involve description of 

norms, then this is precisely still descriptions. A description of a norm is not itself a norm, but a factual 

statement that someone hold, behave according to, or are regulated by this norm. Therefore, even if 

Modood and Thompson are right, this does not mean that the linguistic statements by which context is 

represented in normative reasoning are normative claims from which the political theorist can get the 

normativity required to avoid the naturalistic fallacy. Even if, say, a relationship or an institution is in fact 

governed by a norm of solidarity, the statement that this is the case does not in itself provide a normative 

reason for supporting a normative principle, e.g. one of solidarity. It simply does not follow from such a fact 

that one should adopt a specific normative principle. Of course, one might add an additional premise 

according to which we should give weight to actually existing norms. This is actually something Modood 

and Thompson propose in another part of their articulation of iterative contextualism, which imposes a 

normative constraint according to which the political theorist should “give particular consideration to the 
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ideals and values that the people in a particular context presently endorse” (2018: 352). This is in a sense a 

methodological principle, which says that the political theorist should assume existing norms (to some 

extent and perhaps within some limits) as normative premises. If we combine the factual claim that some 

norm holds in a given context with this normative constraint, then we transform the descriptive claim that 

the norm is there to a normative claim with the same content as the norm. There are, however, problems 

with this way of getting around the is/ought divide, namely that it once again aggravates the worry about 

status quo bias (cf. Lægaard 2019c: 967).  

 

Therefore, the conception of contexts as normative practices proposed by Modood and Thompson partly as 

a way of avoiding the worry about naturalistic fallacies, although it might be attractive for other reasons, is 

problematic in relation to both of the noted worries about contextualism. The question is whether there is 

another way of understanding this proposal that fares better in relation to these two worries. This is where 

the notion of intensional contexts come back in. Intensional contexts are factual claims. However, their 

semantics are different because their say what people think or believe. What people think or believe is not 

only factual states of affairs, but also normative views. Therefore, we might understand Modood and 

Thompson’s idea of contexts as normative practices as intensional contexts with normative content. This 

could for instance be the statement that people in a certain relationship think that it should be governed by 

solidarity. This would make it clear that the statement itself is factual, namely a description of what people 

believe, but that the content of the belief thus described is normative. We thus handle the first reason to 

be doubtful about Modood and Thompson’s proposal, which avoided the naturalistic fallacy by taking the 

contextual norms themselves directly as premises, thus triggering the other worry about status quo bias. 

This is no longer a problem, since intensional contexts do not affirm the norms in question directly but 

merely say that people hold these norms. Representing context in the form of intensional contexts also 

acknowledges the second reason to be doubtful about Modood and Thompson’s proposal, which was that 

descriptions of norms are not norms themselves. Intensional contexts in a sense provide something in 
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between full-fledged normative claims and purely factual descriptions – they are descriptive claims but the 

beliefs they describe have a normative content, which is mentioned in intensional contexts. This still means 

that a political theorist cannot immediately derive normative conclusions from intensional contexts 

involving reference to contextual norms. But this is nevertheless a way of getting contextual normatively 

represented in the reasoning of political theory. 

 

The question is of what use such representations of contextual normative might be. It is not only a bad 

thing that we cannot derive normative conclusions from intensional contexts with a normative context, for 

this would trigger the same worry about status quo bias that I have been pressing against Modood and 

Thompson above. If this way of representing contextual normativity is all we can have without triggering 

the status quo worry, what use is it? I will now suggest that we might draw on the other idea from 

philosophy of science to address this question. 

 

Context as part of discovery 

The distinction between the context of discovery and the context of justification played a central role in 

mainstream philosophy of science in the early and middle 20th century (Schickore 2018). The point of the 

distinction was that philosophy of science was only concerned with justification, which logical positivists 

and critical rationalists alike thought amenable to logical reconstruction, analysis and evaluation. The 

processes through which scientists conceived of hypotheses and theories got accepted in the scientific 

community were psychological or sociological processes, the details of which did not bear on the scientific 

status of the resulting theories. This staked out a distinctive domain for normative philosophy of science 

focused on justification and insulated from messy empirical questions. The distinction was more or less 

rejected, or attention was at least shifted to the issue of the social explanation of scientific change, by 

Thomas Kuhn and proponents of the sociology of science, who maintained that logical features of scientific 

reasoning played little or no role in explaining developments in science.  
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Political philosophy has generally focused on justification, merely of normative principles rather than of 

explanatory theories. Even less than other philosophers (including legal philosophers, for whom the 

discovery/justification distinction might be useful, cf. Golding 1986), political philosophers have generally 

not been concerned with explaining why people or politicians accept the political views they do. 

Alternatively, if they have been concerned with empirical questions like these, they have generally not 

taken them to make a big difference for the normative question about whether and why political principles 

and theories are justified. So using the distinction from philosophy of science, one could say that traditional 

political philosophy has focused almost entirely on the context of justification. 

 

This focus on justification might explain some of the worries about contextualism; how can facts about how 

things actually are enter into the justification of normative claims? We might understand worries about 

contextualism as premised on an implicit assumption of something like the distinction between context of 

discovery and context of justification, where factual matters belong within the former and should therefore 

not enter into the justification offered in the latter.  

 

My suggestion is that this might not be the right way of understanding the role that context plays in 

political theory. The sketched relegation of matters of fact to something like the context of discovery, 

which should not be allowed in the context of justification, might be problematic in several respects. It 

might lead to an understanding of contextualism that misconstrues what role facts about context are 

supposed to play, according to contextualists. It might furthermore rely on a too rigid separation of factual 

issues of discovery and normative issues of justification – just as more recent philosophy of science has 

claimed against logical positivists or critical rationalists. If so, rather than relying on the 

justification/discovery distinction as a reason for criticising contextualism, consideration of contextualism 

might be a way of softening the justification/discovery distinction. 
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As a possible example of how an attention to how something like an underlying distinction between 

discovery and justification might both account for some worries about contextualist forms of political 

theory and suggest how these worries might perhaps be partially allayed, I will briefly look at Andrea 

Sangiovanni’s practice-dependence approach to human rights (Sangiovanni 2017). Sangiovanni’s work is 

contextualist in the substantive sense that it proposes that we should not expect to be able to come up 

with one unified theory of human rights. The attempts in political philosophy to try to formulate a definitive 

list of human rights justified on the basis of one universal philosophical principle, is misguided. Instead, 

Sangiovanni suggests, there will be different accounts of human rights for different actors within the 

human rights system, e.g. one for bodies like the European Court of Human Rights and another for NGOs 

like Amnesty International. However, Sangiovanni’s work is also contextualist in the methodological sense 

that the way in which we should approach this question (which, according to Sangiovanni, will give us a 

substantively contextualist view of human rights) crucially involves an attention to practices and how they 

differ. The practice-dependence approach claims that “existing institutions and practices … play a crucial 

role in the justification of a conception of justice” and “The content, scope, and justification of a conception 

of justice depends on the structure and form of the practices that the conception is intended to govern” 

(Sangiovanni 2008: 137, 138). More specifically, the point and purpose of the institution or practice co-

determines what higher order normative principles such as reciprocity or justice mean in particular cases 

(Sangiovanni 2016). As a methodological approach in political theory, practice-dependence is a form of 

contextualism since it takes facts about the context (in Sangiovanni’s case, often specific institutions) to 

play a crucial role in political theory (cf. also James 2013). As formulated in the noted quotes, Sangiovanni is 

clear that this is a matter of justification of normative theories for these institutions. It is therefore natural 

to discuss how such facts enter into justification and whether the claim that they do is problematic (see e.g. 

Erman and Möller 2019 and Lægaard 2019a for such discussions).  
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However, we might also think of practice-dependence as a methodological approach in slightly different 

terms. The idea then is that, as a way of thinking about (in this case) human rights and articulating a theory 

of human rights (which will in the nature of the case be a normative theory about which human rights there 

are and why), attention to the “point and purpose” of human rights institutions, including the quite 

different actors and organisations that figure as such, might be not only helpful but even necessary. 

Sangiovanni’s point is, on the one hand, that if we do not do this, we might simply talk past each other. 

People who articulate a theory of human rights with the European Court of Human Rights in mind are likely 

to talk about something different from people who do so with Amnesty in mind. They will then apparently 

disagree about what counts as human rights, but the disagreement will, in a sense, be merely verbal. 

However, his point is also that, if we do not adopt such an approach, we misunderstand what human rights 

are. 

 

Sangiovanni’s position has a negative and a positive element. The negative element consists in a rejection 

of what he calls “the Single Practice Assumption”, which he takes to underlie both “political” and 

“orthodox” theories of human rights, according to which there is “an underlying moral unity to human 

rights practice, such that one can derive a single, unified list of moral rights” (2017: 196). The positive 

element consists in a proposal for what he calls “the Context-Sensitive way of developing conceptions of 

human rights” (2017: 197). For present purposes, what is interesting is that the former is a substantive 

position, i.e. a view about which conceptions of human rights should be accepted (at this level, Sangiovanni 

proceeds to offer a positive conception of international law). The latter, to the contrary, is precisely a 

method for developing conceptions of human rights. Therefore, Sangiovanni on the one hand proposes a 

theory of human rights that is substantially contextualist in that there might be different lists of human 

rights for different types of actors. On the other hand, he proposes an approach that is methodologically 

contextualist in the sense that political theorists should develop conceptions of human rights by attending 

to facts about “the uses to which human rights are put in a certain context” (2017: 197). This approach 
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requires the theorist to interpret the kind of universal moral, legal, and political concern at stake in the 

particular context. Such interpretations will, according to Sangiovanni (2016), result in what he calls “a 

mediating concept” describing the point and purpose of the specific body or institution, e.g. Amnesty 

International or the ECtHR, which can in turn be used as a basis for arguing for a specific conception of 

human rights.  

 

If we provisionally accept the classic distinction between justification and discovery, this might suggest that 

the practice-dependence approach is not only a view about the justification of political theories but also a 

view about how theorists should go about formulating and developing them. To the extent that the 

attention to context plays such a methodological role, we might understand it as part of the discovery of 

theories. The justification of any specific conception of human rights still turns, according to Sangiovanni, 

on how it formulates moral rights whose systematic violation ought to be of universal moral, legal, and 

political concern. Therefore, the fundamental justification appeals to universal moral concerns that are not 

contextually variable. However, Sangiovanni’s point is that this universal moral concern is too unspecific to 

tell us, which human rights there are. To find this out, we need mediating concepts that are contextually 

specific. Even though Sangiovanni takes these mediating concepts to be part of the justification of a 

conception of human rights, the normative force of the justification still comes from the universal but 

merely unspecific type of moral concern. Read in this way, the mediating concepts and the attention to 

context that they require are then necessary steps in the development and specification of a conception of 

human rights, but this is just as much a matter of discovery as of justification.  

 

If we read Sangiovanni in this way, then attention to context is still indispensable for political theory, since 

one cannot formulate an adequate theory without the required attention to context. However, it might 

then be unfair to the practice-based view to criticise it on the basis that it involves this kind of appeal to 

context as part of the justification of theories, because the normative force of the justification is not 
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context-dependent. For instance, Eva Erman and Niklas Möller (2019) argue that the question about the 

justification of a practice is orthogonal to the question about what is the best interpretation of its point and 

purpose and what the values and motivations are among its practitioners. They thus criticise Sangiovanni 

for assigning a role to interpretation of the nature of practices in the justification of practices. This criticism 

seems warranted, since Sangiovanni himself formulates the practice-dependence thesis as a view about 

justification. But to the extent that the practice-dependence approach can (also) be seen as a view about 

the development of theories and this is understood as a kind of discovery, then perhaps the criticism raised 

by Erman and Möller does not apply with the same force. If this is the case, there might of course still be 

other problems with the practice-dependence approach. Even if we understand the approach in purely 

methodological terms, it might still be problematic as such (for an argument to this effect, see Lægaard 

2019a). The initial point still is that, to the extent that a contextualist approach like practice-dependence 

can be understood as concerned not only with justification but also with discovery, then criticisms of the 

role assigned to contextual facts that might be warranted with respect to justification might no longer hold. 

 

One immediate response to this way of using the justification/discovery distinction is that it is misguided to 

represent practice-dependence (and perhaps other versions of contextualism as well, for that matter) as 

concerned with discovery rather than justification. As already noted, Sangiovanni is explicitly concerned 

with a method for justifying principles for specific institutions. Therefore, even if the practice-dependence 

approach is a method for developing theories, where the contextual facts enter as part of this process, this 

role for context is nevertheless supposed to be relevant to the justification of the resulting principles. 

Practice-dependence can therefore properly be criticised for relying on contextual facts in cases where this 

seems orthogonal to the question about justification.  

 

We can understand this response in two ways. On one reading, it insists on the justification/discovery 

distinction and merely points out that practice-dependence theorists themselves take what they say about 
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the development of theories as also relevant to justification – and hence we are in the realm of 

justification. However, we can also understand the response as a rejection of the strict 

justification/discovery distinction, somewhat along the lines of the criticism of this distinction within 

philosophy of science. As such, it might still show that criticisms of contextualism go too far to the extent 

that they themselves rely on such a strict distinction.  

 

One reason to favour the latter reading of the response is that proponents of practice-dependence are 

explicit that the interpretation of a practice in itself does not justify anything. They distinguish between the 

interpretative stage, which is where the contextual facts come in to the picture, and the subsequent 

justificatory stage where substantive moral argument is needed to justify institutions and that this exercise 

can involve criticism of the existing practice or institution (Sangiovanni 2008: 143; James 2013: 45). They 

merely claim that in order for the justification to apply and be relevant to the practice or institution in 

question, it needs to engage with the best interpretation of what the practice or institution is.  

 

Conclusion 

In this paper I have noted that discussions of contextualism often make two assumptions about what 

context is and which role it plays in normative reasoning, which each naturally leads to some of the worries 

about contextualism that have been discussed in the literature. I have further pointed out that these 

assumptions might not be the only or the most promising way of understanding the role of context. To the 

extent that there are other ways of understanding the role of context, some of the worries about 

contextualism might therefore be either resolved or beside the point. To illustrate this possibility, I have 

drawn on two classic ideas from the philosophy of language and the philosophy of science, respectively, 

namely the idea of intensional contexts and the idea of a distinction between justification and discovery. I 

have in turn illustrated these possibilities with examples from Modood and Thompson’s iterative 

contextualism and Sangiovanni’s practice-dependence approach. 
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On a negative note, it seems clear that neither of the two ideas immediately solve all the problems for 

contextualism on their own. Representing context in the form of intensional contexts neither allows the 

political theorist to derive normative conclusions nor does it solve the problem of status quo bias. Similarly, 

while practice-dependence approach is a methodological view about how to develop theories, it is clearly 

still also a view about justification of these theories. At this point, one response might be that, while the 

two ideas do not solve all the problems by themselves, perhaps they could do so if we combine them. This 

is to say that, if we both acknowledge the complicated intensional nature of claims representing context 

and that these enter as much in to discovery as justification of theories, we might be better placed to 

answer some of the criticisms of contextualism. Of course, combining these two ideas might alternatively 

simply add to the mess and aggregate the problems arising from both directions. 

 

For present purposes, however, my main claim is that, whether or not these ideas adequately address the 

worries raised regarding contextualism, they might provide us with a better and more accurate picture of 

what some contextualists are trying to accomplish. Their point might be that there is not as strict a 

distinction between descriptive and normative or between justification and discovery as assumed in much 

traditional political philosophy. If so, then our discussion of contextualism should take this into account. 
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